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INTRODUCTION

The study of heavy quark transitions is important for the following reasons amongst oth-

1. Determination of Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements.

2. Violation of CP outside of the if-system.

3. Possibility of new non-Standard Model physics.

4. Higgs hunting.

5. Information on QCD dynamics.

Although the Standard Model is well established, one needs to go from the quark level
(theory) to the particle level to establish links with experiment. It is necessary to study both heavy
mesons and heavy baryons. In this, of course, one encounters the problem of confinement and
the problem of wavefunctions of boundstates of quarks. Although this is a very difficult problem,
dramatic progress has been made in the last two years in this programme. This progress has come
about by studying QCD in the limit

M oo

We start by observing that the six quarks can be divided into two distinct groups according
to their masses:

Light quarks : u, d, a m( u, d, a) a

Heavy quarks : c,b,"t" m(c,6,t) ~3>

Although heavy quarks weigh in quite differently, they are really quite similar to one
another. (However this is not a spectrum similarity.) This notion of similarity has recently been
made more precise in the heavy quark effective theoiy (HQET) ''2'3'415'6'7

The HQET is patterned after the Bloch-Nordsieck8 model for soft photon radiation from

leptons.
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Fig.l. Soft photon radiation from leptons.

Fig, 1 illustrates soft photon radiation from electrons, muons and leptons all moving with
t le same velocity. The arrows indicate the two possible spin orientations. As is well known s , at
equal velocity and for E^ >C mitftaa, in other words ro^^, —» oo, the soft photon radiation is
independent of the flavours (e,fi, T) and of the spin orientation. We can write this symbolically as

e(=*0 = e(<=) = /i(=>) = M < < = ) = r(=s>) = T(<=) .

Essentially the same things happen in QCD on taking the limit mQ ~> oo. Block-
Nordsieck translated to heavy quarks and gluons implies:

i) Flavour symmetry between heavy quarks at equal velocity,

ii) Spin symmetry for the heavy quarks at equal velocity.

iii) Heavy quarks propagate almost on shell. This is equivalent to the eikonal approximation
leading to the so-called "velocity super selection rule" or Bjorken's cannonball3.

iv) Heavy fennions can be taken out of the field theory. The heavy quark acts as a classical
source of colour radiation.

v) Absolute normalization of the form factors in heavy to heavy decays at zero recoil aris-
ing from the fact that the zero component of the heavy quark vector current generates a
SU( F) flavour symmetry leading to a conserved charge.

2. THE HEAVY QUARK EFFECTIVE THEORY

The heavy quark effective theory (HQET) was first presented by F. Feinberg * in 1978 in a
Hamiltonian formalism in the radiation gauge. Later versions were developed by Georgi, Grinstein
and Wise 10 and Falk, Grinstein and Luke u , among others. I would like to concentrate here on

a beautiful formulation of the HQET in a recent paper by Korner and Thompson 7. This is a path
integral formulation valid to all orders in ^ - and is valid for any gauge.

The idea is to use a series of field redefinitions (Foldy-Wouthuysen transformations) to
transform the QCD, heavy quark action

to

SQ = Jt

SQ= d?x\i>Q{i jv • D

(1)

(2)

where D is the covariant derivative. For v^

simply ifo Da •

Field redefinition 1:

Here D is defined by

(1,0), (rest frame), the first term in the action is

1 ; = 1,2,3

j fbg = - / fDg

(3)

(4)

Note that the transformation (3) is not a "phase" transformation, but rather that the exponentials
add. Nevertheless the Jacobian of the transformation is unity. To prove this, consider first the
infinitesimal form of the transformation (3). In this case the Jacobian of the transformation differs
from 1 by -M

Here Tr is equivalent to the complete integral plus Dirac trace. Naively, the trace is zero
as TT"I = 0. However, due to the possible presence of anomalies, care is required. In fact, there is
an infinity lurking in the integration part of the trace. To handle this we regularize and obtain

lim - L -
E-K3O lT

0 (5)

because of oddness of trace. Alternatively, dimensional regularization also gives TrijD* — 0.
Therefore, the Jacobian of the infinitesimal transformation is 1. We can now exponentiate up to the
full transformations which will consequently have Jacobian unity.



The action in terms of the new field variables becomes:

Oj are operators which contain no time derivatives acting on fermions. For example,

Ox = -^D1 + ~Dl + jga^F1"

All operators Oj are easily determined.

(6)

(7)

Equation (6) is just one of the ways to write the HQET. We would like to choose an

arbitrary velocity frame. Realizing that the zero Lorentz component of any object is a matter of

convention, one can write Eq.(6) in covariant form as

SQ = J

with v2 = 1 and

ifv-D-

O, = -~D2 + j(

£<

• D)2 + j

(8)

(9)

Alternatively we could obtain the action Eq.(8) directly from Eq.(l) by making the field

redefinition

0o -> e«t-*D'>/2m<i$Q . (10)

We can now eliminate TTIQ from the leading terms in Eq.(8) by the following two steps.

Field redefinition 2:

We first eliminate all components of Oj which anticommute with f. To do this we follow

an inductive approach. Assume we have achieved this up to order k, i.e. [Oj, jl] = 0 ,1 < j < Jt.

Now split the operator ()^\ into a part which commutes with f and a part which anticommutes:

^ , (O^ ti) commutes (anticommutes) with ^ (or 70). Now make the second change of variable

^ O ^ , ) ^ (12)

Such a field redefinition eliminates Of+1 without affecting O;-( 1 < j < k). The Jacobian of the

transformation is again 1. The form of the action, Eq.8, is unchanged but now all Oj commute with

^. Note that this change of variables does not introduce v • D derivatives of spinors.

Now we have, instead of Eq.(9),

O^ = -jD* + i(u • D)1 + p (13)

Field redefinition 3:

The third and final field redefinition

fa (14)

eliminates the mq term in the leading term in the HQET, Eq.8. Here again one can prove that die

Jacobian of the transformation is unity. Note that for v? - (1 ,0) , ti • x fl = fot.

It is obvious that this procedure may be repeated for all the heavy quarks in the theory

with different velocities vi, vi...

We now want to concentrate on the leading term in the HQET:

/

or for Vp = (1,0)

/

(15)

(16)

For / heavy quark flavours, this action exhibits an independent SU( 2 /)„ symmetry for quark and

antiquark fields with a given velocity v. Secondly the form of the action demonstrates that the

heavy quark can be considered as a classical source of radiation for the gluonic field. It can also be

seen easily that the action can be trivialized (made free) by a further change of variables 5 :

M-£>..AT_ ( 1 ? )

Under this transformation the zeroth order term, Eq.(15), transforms Co

V > Q ( j i v • D)IJ)Q —* ij>Q jiv • dijiq (18)

The heavy quark decouples from the gluon i.e. from the rest of the world and can be treated as free.

This is what Bjorken has called a "cannonball".

H "1—I—



3. WEAK DECAYS OF HEAVY MESONS

The consequences of the symmetries, present in the limit mo —» oo, can be calculated
for weak decays in different ways, all leading to the same result.

(i) Spin commutation relations. This was the approach pioneered by Isgur and Wise ' .

(ii) Tensor techniques developed by Georgi2 and Bjorken3 and used extensively by Mannel,
Roberts and Ryzak12.

(iii) The Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction approach developed by the Mainz group, Hussain,

Korner, Kramer, Schilcher, Thompson and Wu S'* •".

(iv) The helicity matching approach used by Komer14.

We have recently demonstrated that the tensor techniques and the Bethe-Salpeter ap-
proach are closely related13.

In the heavy quark limit a current transition of a hadron containing one heavy quark to
another hadron again with a heavy quirk, i.e. a heavy to heavy transition, is represented diagram-
matically by Fig.2

Heavy quark

i
v - P / M

P/Mv

Light degrees of freedom

Fig.2. Heavy quark current transitions

Spin neutral
momentum kick

This, of course, looks very much like the old spectator quark model. One notices also
the similarity with a simple nuclear /J-decay picture:

Light degrees of freedom along for the ride

Fig.3. Another view of heavy quark transition.

Covariam Bethe-Salpeter Approach

We will now concentrate on the B — S approach developed by the Mainz group. As we
shall see this approach is conceptually very clear. The history of this approach goes back to the
old days of {](12) and the seminal work of Salam, Delbourgo and Strathdee " . The theoretical
background of the new discussion is given in Refs. 5 and 16. Its application to meson decays were
in an early paper of Ali, Korner, Kramer and Willrodt17 and by Korner and Schuler 18. Baryon
decays were studied in a series of recent papers by the author and his collaborators 6'13'19 &.

The basis of this approach is that in the zeroth order of the HQET, the heavy quark is free
and moves with the same four velocity as the hadron, of which it is a constituent

. = £
TOQ M

(19)

(Beyond zero order the HQET is not of much use). Since the heavy quark is free we can embed the
spin of the heavy quark, in the usual way, in a 4 dimensional space of Dirac indices, i.e. [ ( j , 0) ©
(0, j-)] representation of the Lorentz group 2 I. For example, a meson is represented by a two
index wavefunction * £ , where the lower Dirac index is the heavy quark index while the upper
index represents the rest of the Lorentz structure, composed of the light degrees of freedom, quarks,
gluons etc.

We next exploit the fact that the heavy quark is free and on-shell. Thus, we have a Dirac
equation on the lower index

<t>Z = 0 (20)



But since the heavy quark moves with the same velocity (pg/mcj = P/M) as the meson, Eq.(20)

can equally well be written

(21)

These are She well-known Bargmann-Wigner equations. However, it is more fashionable these days
to call Eq.(21), the "velocity super selection rule".

Eq.(21) then leads to the following ansatz for the pseudoscalar wave-function

(22)

is a matrix representing the unknown light degrees of freedom. Ft is a 1-orent-scalar matrix
function of the light quark momentum k.

The ansatz Eq.(22) for the Bethc-Salpeter amplitude incorporating the HQET can be
represented diagrammatically as

Free Heavy Quark

Q a

-§—

Fig.4. Ansatz for heavy meson Bedie-Salpeter amplitude. xZ = i t (^ + 1)Tfs)2
is the pseudo-scalar spin projector. A% is the dressed light quark propatator

(the wavefunction of the light quark in the field produced by the heavy quark).

Eq.(22) is the equal velocity ansatz for the fourier transform of the Bethe-Salpeter am-

" )i>(.-%-)\P, M) (23)
plitude

<»(z,P)

The vertex function which we will need subsequently, Fig.5

Fig.5. Vertex for meson coupling to Qq.

is given by

(24)

A weak transition involving heavy quarks, e.s. b —* c is represented diagrammatically as

Fig.6. Feynman diagram for heavy meson to heavy meson transitions.

The matrix element for Fig.6 is

10



(25)

The integral /efJfcAC—"§•+ / i - m , M + in Eq.(25) is a scalar Dirac matrix and, therefore,

can only be composed of 1, fa, fa or fa fa • However, because of the projections (fa + 1) and

( fix + 1) all of these are equivalent to 1. Effectively, therefore, the integral is proportional to 1.

The matrix element then becomes

- 7s)( ft (26)

One recalls immediately that the trace is the old U( 12) trace! F(q2) is a univeral form factor

appearing in all three, 0~ —» 0~ , 0~ —* 1~ and 1" —» 1~ transitions. The universality is a

consequence of the heavy quark symmetry.

Historically, the notion of universal form factors was first discussed in 1962 by Durand,

de Celles and Marr u . Also this F(q2) appears in the paper of Salam, Delbourgo and Strathdee I5

and many others who worked on the spectator quark model. This result is a consequence of the equal

velocity assumption. The trace gives the results obtained by KSrner and Schuler IS , Hagiwara M

and recently by Isgur and Wise ' .

Because of the heavy flavour symmetry, F(q2) = F(u). w = ui • 1)2, is absolutely

normalized to unity at q2
vix or zero recoil, w = 1 (VoloshinandShifman,Ref.4). This normalization

was also suggested earlier by Nussinov and Wetzel2*.

Overlap at zero recoil

Light quark Fig.7.

At zero recoil the static heavy quark Q t is replaced by the product heavy quark Q2

without affecting the light degrees of freedom. Hence there is complete overlap of the light wave-

functions leading to

l) = l (27)

11

in the infinite mass limit, mq, —> 00, mQ2 —> 00.

This normalization condition is protected up to oider 0( ^—) because of the Luke 2i,

Korner, Thompson 7 theorem, which is very similar to the old Ademolta-Gatto M theorem.

4. HEAVY BARYON WAVE FUNCTION

As one observes, mesonic decays in the limit m<j —» 00 are not very interesting as they

lead to nearly the same results as the old spectator quark model. The new thing is the absolute

normalization.

Baryons are much more interesting because of the richer light quark structure. Here too

the number of from factors is drastically reduced. Here too different derivations incorporating the

heavy mass limit lead to identical results. We present here our Bethe-Salpeter approach to heavy

baryon decays considering both heavy to heavy and heavy to light decays.

Our ansatz for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude for heavy baryons is represented diagramat-

ically in Fig. 8
Froe Heavy Quark

0/

Spin projector Diquark propagator

Fig.8. Ansatz for heavy baryon Bethe-Salpeter amplitude.

From now on we shall ignore the colour and flavour factors.

This ansatz fulfills the requirement that the heavy quark is free, or in other words, that

the wavefunction satisfies the Bargmann-Wigner equation

(28)

The appropriate spin projection operators are given for example in ref. 6, 13,15, 16, 21.

12



spin j : Xalfft-P) w ' ^ r*H symmetry in the indices

spin j : xjia (P) w 'th full symmetry in the indices

We now differentiate between symtnemc and antisymmetric light diquark structure,

(i) Aq( £Q) , j + baryons with antisymmetric light diquark.

ua{( jl (29)

The term in square brackets is antisymmetric under 6 *-> a and projects out the spin 0,
antisymmetric part of the diquark propagator Afc.

(ii) Lg( £IQ) , j * baryons with symmetric light diquark

(30)

The term in curly brackets is symmetric under S <-KT and projects out the spin 1 part of
the diquark propagator while still giving total spin j .

After a little bit of algebra Eq.(30) can be written as

(31)

(32)

The factor (ji + \)%C projects out the symmetric spin 1 part of the diquark amplitude Afa or, in
other words, (^JVi represents the spin 1 diquark.

(iii) I£(£1Q)A baryons.

B
alh

(33)

u% is the usual Rarita-Schwinger spinor.

Georgi2 had independently proposed uo, [ (*f + v?) 75 u]a and uj for the AQ, £Q and I Q
wave functions by velocity superselection arguments. Here we 13 have related the B-S amplitudes
to Georgi's approach. It is important to note here that

= 0 . (34)

It is now immediately obvious what are the appropriate ansatze for the light baryons
represented by Fig.9.

13

B

Q6O

Fig.9. Ansatz for light baryon Bethe-Salpeter amplitude.

The light wave functions are:

(i)

(ii)

A, : iip

(iii)

The heavy mass limit is obtained by

(35)

(36)

(37)

S. HEAVY BARYON WEAK DECAYS

We can now describe both the heavy to heavy (e.g. 6 —> c with mj -* 00, me —»c») and
heavy to light (e.g. c -> s, me -» 00, ma ^ 00) in a unified manner. The Feynman diagram for
semi-leptonic baryon decays is given in Fig. 10.

14



Fig. 10. Feynman diagram for current-induced baryon transitions

The decay matrix element can be written as

J (38)

In Fig. 10, Q\ is always taken as the decaying heavy quark while Q% can be either a heavy or light
quark. To consider different spin combinations and to differentiate between heavy to heavy and
heavy to light decays we use the various wavefunctions Bafa given in Eqs.(29), (32), (33), (35)-
(37) as required. After a little bit of calculation it is easy to show that the decay amplitude, Eq.(38),
can be written in the following forms, for both heavy to heavy and heavy to light decays:

-75)01 (39)

where L(v\,vi) is a scalar function of the incoming and outgoing velocities v\ and v%.

+ vJ)L^Tfi( 1 - 7s) (7" + (40)

L,u, is a second rank tensor functions of v\ and t>2. The difference between the heavy to heavy and
heavy to light cases is that in the former case L and L^ have no spinor (Dirac) labels whereas in
the heavy to light decays L and !•,,„ carry Dirac labels i.e. LJ, (L^)^.

15

Before we specialize to the heavy to heavy and heavy to light cases, we write down the
general form factor structures occuring in | + baryon decays.

In general there are 6 form factors defined as

The more modem usage, better adapted to the HQET, is

*{%(W + ^ 7 5 ) + v\(F + F2
A7s)

j —» \ Here there are in general 8 form factors defined as

\

+Pi,Pi^G% + Gits) + Pi^iGi + G^75)}75u(P,)

As in the } + —t j * case the more modern usage is

+ Gf"i5) + + 6375)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

FORM FACTOR PREDICTIONS FROM HQET FOR HEAVY TO HEAVY (b -> c) TRAN-
SITIONS

From Eqs.(39)-(41) we can now predict the number of form factors in heavy to heavy
decays e.g. b —• c decays.

In Eq.(39) for the heavy to heavy case L( vi • vt) is proportional to the unit matrix and
can be written as

(46)

where we use the variable w = v-\ -V2 rather than q2 as the argument of the single form factor FA .
Thus

^ 4 (47)

As discussed earlier this form factor is normalized at w = 1, i.e. at a2 •

F A ( W = 1 ) = 1 . (48)

and

16



In Eq.(40) and (41) in the heavy to heavy case, !,„„ is proportional to the unit matrix and
can in general be written in terms of just two form factors

because of the relations Vit(7
u + t£)75ui = "275(7''

(49)

0. We can thus write

!
-75} -

and 1
75)

w +

(50)

(51)

In Eqs.(50) and (51) instead of using the form factors F\ and Fz we have rewritten the matrix
elements in terms of two independent linear combinations of F\ and Fi called FL and FT which
describe, respectively, the longitudinal and transverse spin 1 to spin 1 transitions. Recall that the
diquark has spin 1 in this case. These two form factors are normalized at w = 1;

FL(u = 1) = FT(UJ = 1) = 1 . (52)

The situation with respect to the heavy to the heavy form factors is summarized in Table
1. Note the drastic reduction in the number of independent form factors from 20 to 3.

17

Table 1

General

flq

HQET spin-momentum
decoupling

FL(w= 1) = 1

spin-spin
decoupling

(light quarks)

F(w= 1) = 1

Reduction of form factors in the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) for heavy to heavy
transitions. Columns 3 and 4, dynamical approximation, is taken from Ref. 6. The numbers near
the right lower corner of each box are the number of independent form factors.

18



HEAVY TO LIGHT FORM FACTORS

In this case, in Eqs. (39)-(4I) L and LMP are Dirac matrices. Thus there are two indepen-

dent form factors in the AQ —» A, case:

L = Ff+faFf (53)

All other terms like pi and pi fa collapse to the above two forms because of the action on the

spinor u 2 .

For the £Q —> X, case L^ in general has 10 terms

h^u = —G\g^ + G2Vi(ii?2i, + Gig^u fa

,, fa +
fa

fa

However because of the factor 6275(7'' + vjf) these 10 collapse to 4 combinations

11275(^17,,+ F2v2l,+ hi« fa +frvi* fa)tx(l - 7 s ) ( V +

Here -Fi, F2, F3, F4 are linear combinations of the Gi 's in Eq.(54).

For the Eq —> £,* case £,,„ in general has 6 independent form factors

(54)

(55)

j/i (56)

Comparing with the heavy to heavy case it is easy to see that the form factors in Eq.(53), (54) and

(56) have the following ™ expansions

Gi = Fi + 0( — )
m,

1

m,

1
1 ' m.

G% = •ot-L) (57)

The rest of the G's go at least like •£-.

Table 2 summarizes the form factor counting in the heavy to light baryon decays.

19

nK, -~.rf..*-: S«"

Table 2

General

Aq —* A,
(=0 -» 3,)

pV'A

ft

HQET 1/m, expansion

F3

GI

free
quark model

Reduction of form factors in HQET for heavy to light transitions. Column 3, ^ - expan-

sion, is taken from Ref.27 where the functions fa, % are defined. The numbers near the right lower

corner of each box are the number of independent form factors.

6. LUKE'S THEOREM

The Voloshin-Shifman4 normalization at zero recoil (v = v') remains valid at 0( J - ) i.e.

it is protected by a kind of Ademollo-Gatto theorem M . Specific examples were given by Luke M ,

Georgi, Grinstein and Wise 10 and Boyd and Brahm 21 while the general proof was given by Boyd

and Brahm u and Komer and Thompson 7 . We will here outline the diagrammatic proof followed

in Ref.7.

Recall that in the HQET we can choose a simple gauge v • A - 0 (or Aa = 0 in the rest

frame). In this gauge the zeroth OTder term becomes

$ Q ( JSV • D)TJ>Q ~> ijiQ jv • flV'g = ^TfoobV1 (in rest frame) (58)

In other words the heavy quark decouples from gluons i.e. from the rest of the world.

Now consider the normalization condition for elastic c ~> c transitions (up to order ~)

20



= I

m.

Hc is either a charm meson or charm baryon.

The single straight line is the dressed light quark propagator in the case of mesonic tran-
sitions and the dressed light ditjuark propagator in the case of baryonic transitions. The first term
in the expansion 0( 1) contains free c propagators and is just one in the decoupling gauge. The next
three terms shown enter at order ±. where we have made ^ insertion on the charm lines as well as
on the current vertex. The current vertex insertion has to be counted twice because both the c and
c have been transformed. The sum of these contributions vanishes because of the normalization
condition for the elastic c —> c transitions.

Now consider the inelastic 6 —> c transitions. Here

m.

(60)

21

The first term is clearly normalized to one as it is the same as the first term in the c -» c
transitions because at zeroth order in the HQET the free propagator for the b and c are the same.
Further the sum of the ^ insertions in the 6 -> c case (Eq.(60)) is exactly one-half of the ^
insertions in the elastic case, Eq.(59). Hence, since the sum of the latter vanishes the ^ terms in
Eq.60 also vanish.

This proves that the Voloshin-Shifman zero recoil normalization of b
remains intact at 0( —).

c transitions

On the other hand, at 0( -V) the insertion contributions of the flavour elastic and flavour
mt

inelastic transitions are no longer proportional to one another. For example there is no inelastic
analogue to the elastic double insertion contribution to 0( ^ ) :
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